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LEARN IT.
LAB IT.
LEVEL UP.
https://www.levelupintech.com/
434-771-3871

WHO WE
ARE

WHY WE
STARTED

Invest in yourself and
advance your career.

Your transferable skills
are needed.

Level Up in Tech is a
comprehensive cloud career
bootcamp for individuals
who are serious about taking
their first steps in the cloud
industry. We prepare you
with a strategic learning path
that focuses on real-world
experience that you can
show employers.
Throughout the process, we
offer career coaching to
polish up your resume and
ensure you're ready for the
interview that could lead to
your dream job.

You already have certain
essential skills required to
succeed in the dynamic
world of tech and the cloud.
Now more than ever,
companies are looking for a
strong set of transferable
skills in their candidates

"Be excited! You’re choosing
to put yourself first and
grow personally and
professionally. Learning new
skills will only open new
doors for you so enjoy the
process and soak everything
in. Trust me it’s a fun,
exhilarating experience."
Broadus Palmer
CEO and Founder

The increasing demand for
cloud practitioners and the
shortage of these
professionals present a
golden opportunity for many
to learn the required skills
and stay ahead of the game.

THE
PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STATS
We will set you up for
success.
The AWS DevOps program
will teach you the necessary
skills to get a role in the
cloud using our 6 step
process. Our project-based
program gives you the
opportunity to not only
obtain new skills but also
practice these skills through
projects.
At the end of the program,
you will be certified and
trained in many areas of
cloud technology. Some of
these areas are
Infrastructure as Code,
Programming, and AWS.

Discount and payment plan
options available

24 WEEKS

Duration of program

$77-100K
Average salary for
DevOp engineers

Level Up In Tech not
only provided me with
a tailored learning path
to be a good engineer,
but it also helped build
my project portfolio,
which is key to job
searching.

PAUL ZHAO

PROGRAM
TIMELINE

Each week will be accompanied by hands on exercises and multiple projects.

Week 4
Text Editing and
Source Control

Weeks 1-3
Linux /
Certification Prep

Weeks 6-11
More AWS and
Certification Prep

Week 5
Introduction
to AWS

Weeks 14-15
Containerization

Weeks 12-13
Python

Weeks 16-18
Infrastructure as
Code, CI/CD

Weeks 19-21
Orchestration
and IAC
certification
prep

Weeks 21-24
Multiple
capstone
projects

PROGRAM PAYMENT PROGRAM
OFFERINGS OPTIONS
GUESTS
We provide the tools to
set you up for success.
Daily access to a personal
coach
Multiple weekly coaching
calls
Career counseling
Documented projects for
your portfolio
The skills to get you
ready for your dream
role

Your payment will cover 6
months of learning and
support, your first attempt
at the exams, a license to
our vendor program, and
your career services.
Choose the payment
option that fits your goals.

2-4
MONTH
INSTALLMENT OPTION
MERITIZE
LOAN
APPLY.MERTIZE.COM
DIS
C
OUNT
IF YOU PAY IN FULL AT
THE TIME OF
REGISTRATION

Who did we design this
program for?
We designed the AWS
DevOps program to help
anyone and everyone
become a strong cloud
professional.
If you can dedicate a
minimum of 10 hours per
week to your professional
growth, this is for you.
No prior tech experience is
required!

SKILLS
LEARNED

TECH
JOBS

Throughout the
program, you will learn
in-demand skills.

We will prepare you for
the hottest roles in the
job market.

Linux

Junior or Associate DevOps

Amazon Web Services (AWS)

Engineer

Infrastructure as Code

Cloud Engineer

Programming

Associate Cloud Automation
Engineer

CI/CD
Monitoring

Cloud Infrastructure
Engineer

Containers

Site Reliability Engineer

Orchestration

Cloud Specialist

And more!

Cloud Developer
Cloud Sales Engineer

WHERE ARE
THEY
NOW?
Past guests of the AWS DevOps
program have found their next
careers in awesome companies.

AND MORE

Ready to join us?
Fill out an application today!
Let's Level Up In Tech!

